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The SGO criteria listing in Table 2 was incorrect. The correct Table 2 is given below. Table 2.SGO criteria for patients with more than 5--10% risk of Lynch syndrome (the upper panel) and the criteria which patients met and the number of patients meeting the criteria (the lower panel)**SGO criteria for the patients with greater than 5--10% chance of having an inherited predisposition to endometrial, colorectal and related cancers. (Each criteria is named of alphabet for this study)a. Patients with endometrial or colorectal cancer diagnosed prior to age 50b. Patient with endometrial or ovarian cancer with a synchronous or metachronous colon or other Lynch/hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC)-associated tumor at any agec. Patients with endometrial or colorectal cancer and a first degree relative with a Lynch/HNPCC-associated tumor diagnosed prior to age 50d. Patients with colorectal or endometrial cancer diagnosed at any age with two or more first- or second-degree relatives with Lynch/HNPCC-associated tumors, regardless of agee. Patients with a first- or second-degree relative that meets the above criteria**Alphabet of criteria which patients meetNo. of patientsPercent of total (%)Ovarian cancer (*N* = 22) e1463.6 a, b313.6 b, d29.1 b/a, b, d, e/all1 (each)4.5 (each)Endometrial cancer (*N* = 24) a729.2 d520.8 a, d28.3 a, b28.3 b28.3 c/c, d, e/a, b, d, e/b, d, e/b, d/all1 (each)4.2 (each)

The online article has been corrected.
